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Abstract. The closed subspaces of the Hilbert space L2ðRÞ which are invariant
under multiplication by HyðRÞ functions and the dilation operators f ðxÞ ! f ðsxÞ,
1 < s < y, are determined as the two parameter family of subspaces L2½�a; b�, 0e a,
bey, which are reducing for multiplication operators, together with a four parameter
family of nonreducing subspaces. The lattice and topological structure are determined and
using operator algebra methods the corresponding family of orthogonal projections, with
the weak operator topology, is identified as a compact connected 4-manifold.

1. Introduction

An important result in operator function theory, usually referred to as Beurling’s
theorem, asserts that the closed subspaces of L2ðRÞ which are invariant for multiplication
by functions in HyðRÞ are either of the form L2ðEÞ for some Lebesgue measurable subset
E or are of the form uH 2ðRÞ for some unimodular function u in LyðRÞ. See Lax [10],
Helson [7] or Nikolskii [14] for example.

Using Beurling’s theorem and additional arguments, involving cocycles of unimo-
dular functions and the structure of singular inner functions, we have recently determined
the HyðRÞ-invariant closed subspaces which are also invariant under right translations.
In addition to the obvious subspaces L2ð½t;y�Þ and eilxH 2ðRÞ, for t; l real, there is the
unexpected family of jointly invariant subspaces,

fe�isx2=2eilxH 2ðRÞ : s > 0; l A Rg:

Moreover, by analysing the Hilbert-Schmidt operators in the w*-closed operator algebra
AFB generated by HyðRÞ and the right shifts—this is one formulation of the Fourier binest
algebra of [9]—it was found that the latticeLFB of (projections onto) these jointly invariant
subspaces is compact in the strong operator topology and is homeomorphic to the unit disc.
The interior of this disc corresponds to those subspaces with parameter s > 0.
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In what follows we analyse the jointly invariant subspaces arising when the
right translation semigroup is replaced by the unitary dilation semigroup fVt: tf 0g where
Vt f ðxÞ ¼ et=2f ðetxÞ. From the perspective of composition operators determined by bi-
holomorphic automorphisms of the upper half plane this amounts to replacing a para-
bolic 1-parameter semigroup by a hyperbolic 1-parameter semigroup.

Once again we find that there is a surprisingly rich topological and lattice theoretic
structure as well as interesting connections with operator algebras and function theory.
We show that in addition to the trivial subspaces and the obvious subspaces L2½�a; b�, for
a; bf 0, there is the four parameter family

fu0;yðxÞjxj iseilxeimx�1H 2ðRÞ : l; mf 0; s A R; y A S1g

where u0;yðxÞ is constant and unimodular on Rþ and R� taking values 1 and y respectively.
Moreover this collection accounts for all the hyperbolically jointly invariant subspaces and
the lattice L of orthogonal projections onto these subspaces forms a compact connected
4-manifold in the strong operator topology. To obtain the connectedness of L we deter-
mine various strong operator topology limits of orthogonal projections and in particular we
find that

½eilxeilx�1H 2ðRÞ� ! ½L2½�1; 1��;

½jxj isneilnxH 2ðRÞ� ! ½L2½�a; 0��;

where ½K � denotes the orthogonal projection onto K, where l ! y, and where ðsn; lnÞ is
an appropriate sequence, for a > 0, tending to ðy;yÞ. The arguments to determine these
seemingly classical facts are rather deep; they require the main structure theorem for hyper-
bolically invariant subspaces, the compactness of the projection lattice, indicated below,
and additional arguments building on the standard model of Halmos [6] for a pair of pro-
jections in generic position.

To determine that the projection lattice is compact we consider the w*-closed
nonselfadjoint algebra, denotedAh, generated by the dilation semigroup and HyðRÞ. This
algebra is analogous to the Fourier binest algebra and has similar properties; it contains no
nontrivial finite rank operators and is antisymmetric. Identifying Hilbert-Schmidt operators
in Ah which are related to pseudodi¤erential operators with bianalytic symbols, we obtain
(as in [9]) a sequence of such operators which tends strongly to the identity. From this and a
result of Wagner [21] the compactness of the projection lattice follows.

We have indicated above the results of Sections 2, 3 and 4. In Section 5 we
determine the lattice structure of the hyperbolically invariant subspaces and consider asso-
ciated operator algebras and in Section 6 we determine the isometric automorphism group
of Ah as R2  S1. In fact the hyperbolic algebra Ah is doubly generated and the classical
lifting theorem of Sz-Nagy and Foias [19] can be applied to show that a contractive w*-
continuous representation of Ah is completely contractive. This is used to show that the
isometric automorphisms of Ah are precisely the unitary automorphisms and these are
identified explicitly.
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In the final section we complete the identification ofL as a topological manifold and
determine the inclusions

LH ~LLH L̂L

where ~LL is the closed set arising from the extended parameter range l; m A R and L̂L is the
manifold ~LLW ~LL?. In particular ~LL is homeomorphic to a topological identification space
ðB3  S1Þ=@where B3 is the closed ball of R3 and where circles on the boundary of B3 are
collapsed. The lattice L may be viewed as a submanifold corresponding to a deformed
hemisphere of B3. The y ¼ 1 sections of these inclusions bear an analogy with the corre-
sponding inclusions

LFB H ~LLFB H L̂LFB

for the Fourier binest algebra. We show that L̂LFB is a foliated 2-sphere, which we refer to
as the Fourier-Plancherel 2-sphere, whilst the section L̂Ly¼1 is a topological 3-sphere.

The results obtained here, and in [9], suggest some interesting directions in the
theory of nonself-adjoint operator algebras. Firstly they suggest the development of a gen-
eral theory of what one might refer to as Euclidean lattice algebras, meaning those operator
algebras whose invariant projection lattices, with the strong operator topology, are Eucli-
dean manifolds. This context contrasts with the fact that extant weakly closed operator
algebras generally have exotic invariant subspace lattices when these lattices are not trivial,
as the following table suggests.

algebra A lattice Lat A

von Neumann algebra continuous geometry [12], [13]

commutative subspace lattice algebra increasing sets [2]

free semigroup algebras generalised inner functions [5]

Bergman shift algebra contains copy of ProjðHÞ [3]

The simplest algebras for which there is a topological injection LatA ! Rn come from the
Volterra nest algebraAv; the n-fold direct sumAv l � � �lAv has lattice homeomorphic to
the product ½0; 1�  � � �  ½0; 1�. It would be interesting to determine which manifolds are
attainable by direct-sum-indecomposable algebras and how the order topological structure
relates to the operator algebra structure.

There is, furthermore, an additional Lie group perspective. The analysis of the
hyperbolic algebra and the Fourier binest algebra can be viewed as part of a theory of
Lie semigroup algebras. By this term we mean a weak operator topology closed operator
algebra generated by the image of a Lie semigroup [8] in a unitary representation of the
ambient Lie group. It is the specific setting of a non compact locally compact group and an
indecomposable representation which is of relevance here. In contrast the free semigroup
algebras of Davidson and Pitts [5] derive from discrete groups. It is the axþ b group, with
the Lie semigroup for af 0 and bf 0 that provides the hyperbolic algebra studied here.
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The Fourier binest algebra on the other hand is obtained from the Lie semigroup of the
3-dimensional Heisenberg group given by

1 l t

1 m

1

2
4

3
5; lf 0; mf 0:

For these new algebras and perspectives many natural and fundamental structural
problems are ready-to-hand.

2. Hyperbolically invariant subspaces

Let fVt : tf 0g and fMl : lf 0g be the continuous semigroups given by
the unitary dilation operators ðVt f ÞðxÞ ¼ et=2f ðetxÞ and the multiplication operators
ðMl f ÞðxÞ ¼ eilxf ðxÞ for f in L2ðRÞ. In this section we determine the lattice

L ¼ LatfMl;Vt : lf 0; tf 0g

of all (closed) subspaces invariant under both semigroups.

Since fMl : lf 0g generates fMh : h A HyðRÞg, the algebra of multiplication
operators, for which Mh f ¼ hf , we see that an invariant subspace K in L is necessarily
invariant for fMh : h A HyðRÞg and so either K is reducing for the semigroup fMl : lf 0g
and hence has the form L2ðEÞ for some measurable subset of R, or K is simply invariant. In
the latter case by Beurling’s theorem, indicated in the introduction, we have

K ¼ uH 2ðRÞ

for some unimodular function u in LyðRÞ, whilst in the former case, since K must also be
invariant for the dilation semigroup, it follows that K ¼ L2½�a; b� for some 0e a; bey.
In the latter case we shall derive the nature of the unimodular function u.

First we simply present a four parameter family of unimodular functions and confirm
that they provide jointly invariant subspaces for the two semigroups. Then we set about the
more technical argument to establish that these are the only such functions.

Define gs;y, for s A R and y a unimodular scalar to be the function uyðxÞjxj is, where
uy is the 2-valued unimodular function given in the introduction. Explicitly,

gs;yðxÞ ¼
expðis logjxjÞ; x > 0;

y expðis logjxjÞ; x < 0:

�

Then gs;y is a unimodular function in LyðRÞ for which

Vtðgs;y f Þ ¼ eistgs;yVt f :

Since VtH
2ðRÞ ¼ H 2ðRÞ it follows that Vtgs;yH

2ðRÞ ¼ gs;yH
2ðRÞ, for all s A R and jyj ¼ 1.
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Let us;y be the two-valued function on R given by

us;yðxÞ ¼
1; x > 0;

yesp; xe 0:

�

Then gs;yH
2ðRÞ may be more simply described as us;yH

2ðRÞ. To see this note that

gs;yðxÞ ¼ us;yðxÞgsðxÞ

where gs is the invertible function in Hy given by

gsðzÞ ¼ expðis log zÞ ¼ zis

where log z is defined on CnfIm ze 0g with principal value of the argument.

Consider now the unimodular functions

el;mðxÞ ¼ eiðlxþmx�1Þ

where l; m are real. Note that for lf 0 and me 0 this function is an inner function. In view
of the commutation relation

VtMl ¼ MetlVt;

and the fact that H 2ðRÞ is a reducing subspace for the unitary Vt, we have

Vtel;mH
2ðRÞ ¼ eiletxeime�tx�1H 2ðRÞ ¼ el;mðxÞðeilðe t�1Þxeimðe�t�1Þx�1ÞH 2ðRÞ:

For t; l; mf 0 we have lðet � 1Þf 0 and mðe�t � 1Þe 0 and so it follows that el;mH
2ðRÞ

is an invariant subspace for fVt : tf 0g.

It has been shown that the four parameter family of subspaces

Ks;y;l;m ¼ us;yel;mH
2ðRÞ; s A R; jyj ¼ 1; lf 0; mf 0;

is a family of closed subspaces which are invariant for fVt : tf 0g and simply invariant for
fMl : lf 0g.

Theorem 2.1. Let K be a nonzero closed subspace of L2ðRÞ which is invariant

for the dilation semigroup fVt : tf 0g and simply invariant for the Fourier shift semigroup

fMl : lf 0g. Then K ¼ Ks;y;l;m for some l; mf 0, real s and unimodular complex number y.

Proof. By Beurling’s characterisation of simply invariant subspaces we have
K ¼ uH 2ðRÞ for some unimodular function u in LyðRÞ. For real t the subspace VtK is
also simply invariant for fMl : lf 0g since

MlVtK ¼ VtMe�tlK LVtK
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and e�tl ! y as l ! y. Therefore VtK ¼ ftH
2ðRÞ for some unimodular function ft in

LyðRÞ. By assumption, for tf 0, VtK LK and so ftH
2ðRÞL uH 2ðRÞ so that ftu is an

inner function; in other words VtK ¼ wtuH
2ðRÞ for some inner function wt.

Since we also have

VtK ¼ VtuH
2ðRÞ ¼ uðetxÞVtH

2ðRÞ ¼ uðetxÞH 2ðRÞ

it follows that

wtðxÞuðxÞ ¼ ctuðetxÞ

for some unimodular constant ct. Replacing wtðxÞ by ctwtðxÞ we may assume that there
is a chain fwt : tf 0g of inner functions for which wtðxÞuðxÞ ¼ uðetxÞ for almost every x

(depending on t). For positive s; t we have

wsþtðxÞ ¼
uðesþtxÞ
uðxÞ ¼ uðesþtxÞ

uðesxÞ � uðe
sxÞ

uðxÞ ¼ wtðesxÞwsðxÞ

for almost every x, and so we obtain a cocycle equation for the inner function chain. This
implies that the inner function wtðesxÞ divides wsþtðxÞ. Since VrK LVsþtK when r > sþ t

the function wsþt divides wr and so, in fact wtðesxÞ divides wrðxÞ if r > sþ t. Thus for fixed
r > 0 there is an inner function hs such that wtðeszÞhsðzÞ ¼ wrðzÞ for s < r� t. It follows
that if wtðzÞ has a zero in the upper half plane then wrðzÞ has a radial line segment of zeros,
which is impossible.

Thus wt is a singular inner function and we can write, for some unimodular a, some
nonnegative b and some singular measure m (depending on t),

wtðzÞ ¼ aeibz exp i
Ð
R

szþ 1

s� z

1

s2 þ 1
dmðsÞ

� �
ðIm z > 0Þ:

Moreover, the support of the singular measure for wt must be concentrated at 0. To see
this recall (see for example [9]) that if wt divides wr and n is the singular measure corre-
sponding to wr, then m is dominated by n. So here we deduce that mðes:Þ is dominated by n

for all 0 < s < r� t. But now the measure m0 on Rnf0g defined by

m0ðAÞ ¼
Ðr�t

0

mðesAÞ ds

is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on R and at the same time
is dominated by the singular measure ðr� tÞn. Thus m0 ¼ 0 and mðesAÞ ¼ 0 for almost all
s A ð0; r� tÞ. From this it follows that the support of m is contained in f0g.

We have shown then that wt has the form

wtðxÞ ¼ aðtÞeibðtÞxe�igðtÞx�1
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where aðtÞ is unimodular and bðtÞ; gðtÞ are nonnegative. From the cocycle identity

wsþtðxÞ ¼ wtðesxÞwsðxÞ

we obtain

aðsþ tÞeibðsþtÞxe�igðsþtÞx�1 ¼ aðtÞeibðtÞesxe�igðtÞðesxÞ�1aðsÞeibðsÞxe�gðsÞx�1

and so

aðsþ tÞ ¼ aðsÞaðtÞ;

bðsþ tÞ ¼ bðtÞes þ bðsÞ;

gðsþ tÞ ¼ gðtÞe�s þ gðsÞ:

Since wt divides wr whenever t < r it follows that the functions bðtÞ; gðtÞ are increasing, and
so it follows from the equations above that bðtÞ and gðtÞ are di¤erentiable.

To see this note that since b is increasing on Rþ it is di¤erentiable there, almost
everywhere, by Lebesgue’s Theorem. The functional equation shows that if s is a point of
di¤erentiability then so is sþ t. Hence b is di¤erentiable everywhere.

Setting s ¼ 0 in the functional equation shows that bð0Þ ¼ 0. Di¤erentiate the
functional equation with respect to s and set s ¼ 0 to obtain b 0ðtÞ ¼ bðtÞe0 þ l where
l ¼ b 0ð0Þ. This equation has unique solution bðtÞ ¼ lðet � 1Þ (since bð0Þ ¼ 0) and lf 0
since bðtÞf bð0Þ ¼ 0 for tf 0. The argument for g is similar. Thus we have

bðtÞ ¼ ðet � 1Þl; gðtÞ ¼ ð1� e�tÞm

for some l; mf 0.

Furthermore, since

uðetxÞ
uðxÞ ¼ wtðxÞ ¼ aðtÞeiðe t�1Þlxe�ið1�e�tÞmx�1

and the quotient is measurable in ðx; tÞ and continuous in x for each fixed t, it follows
that the quotient, and hence a, is measurable in t. Since aðsþ tÞ ¼ aðsÞaðtÞ it follows that
aðtÞ ¼ eist for some real number s.

For each tf 0 we now have the equality

uðetxÞ
uðxÞ ¼ eisteiðet�1Þlxeiðe�t�1Þmx�1

for almost every x. Set

u1ðxÞ ¼ expðis logjxjÞel;mðxÞ
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and observe that this equation implies that

uðetxÞ
uðxÞ ¼ u1ðetxÞ

u1ðxÞ

for almost every x, for each tf 0. We conclude that the unimodular function v ¼ uu1
satisfies the equation vðetxÞ ¼ vðxÞ for almost every x for each t > 0. This in fact means
that the equation holds for almost every x for each t in R. By a standard argument (using
Fubini’s theorem)1) for almost every x we have the equality vðetxÞ ¼ vðxÞ for almost all t.
It follows now that vðtÞ is a two-valued function, constant on Rþ and R�. Thus, up to a
multiplicative unimodular constant, the function u ¼ vu1 has the form gs;yel;m and hence
K ¼ Ks;y;l;m as required. r

It follows from the theorem above that the lattice L of all (closed) subspaces of
L2ðRÞ which are invariant for both semigroups is the disjoint union

L ¼ fKs;y;l;m : s A R; jyj ¼ 1; lf 0; mf 0gW fL2ð½�a; b�Þ : a; b A ½0;y�g

and soL is parametrised by the set ðR2
þ  R  S1ÞW ð½0; 1�2Þ; the set fða; bÞ : 0e a; beyg

being replaced by the square ½0; 1�2. In Section 4 we consider L as a topological space of
projections and show the way in which this square gives a compactification of R2

þ  R  S1.

3. Approximate identity and compactness

Let Ah be the w*-closed algebra generated by the set fMl;Vt : lf 0; tf 0g. Note
that the dilation and multiplication groups provide a unitary representation of the axþ b

group by means of the correspondence

a b

0 1

	 

! MbVlog a

for af 0 and b real. Thus Ah is a Lie semigroup algebra for the Lie semigroup with
af 1; bf 0.

Plainly, the lattice LatAh of invariant subspaces for Ah is equal to L. We shall
show that L, with the strong operator topology, is compact. To see this we first show that
the algebraAh contains a contractive approximate identity consisting of compact operators
in the sense of Proposition 3.2. This we do by exploiting a connection with the Fourier
binest algebra given in the next lemma.

1) Let f ðx; yÞ ¼ jvðxyÞ � vðxÞj. By hypothesis, for each y > 0 there is a co-null set Ay LR such

that f ðx; yÞ ¼ 0 whenever x A Ay. Thus
Ð
R

f ðx; yÞ dx ¼ 0 for all y > 0 and so
Ð

Rþ

Ð
R

f ðx; yÞ dx dy ¼ 0. By Fubini’s

theorem,
Ð
R

Ð
Rþ

f ðx; yÞ dy dx ¼ 0 so that
Ð

Rþ

f ðx; yÞ dy ¼ 0 for all x in a co-null set. Pick x1 > 0 and x2 < 0 such

that
Ð

Rþ

f ðxi; yÞ dy ¼ 0 for i ¼ 1; 2 to conclude that f ðxi; yÞ ¼ 0 for almost y > 0 and hence vðxÞ ¼ vðx1Þ for

almost all x > 0 and vðxÞ ¼ vðx2Þ for almost all x < 0.
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We use the following notation. Let F be the Fourier transform on L2ðRÞ such that for
suitable functions f

ðFf ÞðxÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
Ðy

�y
e�isxf ðsÞ ds;

and for c in LyðRÞ define the Fourier multiplication operator Dc ¼ FMcF
�. Also for real

l write Dl for the right translation operator Dl ¼ FMlF
�.

Lemma 3.1. The algebra Ah contains a subalgebra unitarily equivalent to the

w*-closed algebra C on L2ðRÞlL2ðRÞ generated by the set of operators

fMs l e�spMs;D�t lD�t : tf 0; s A Rg:

Proof. Recall that gsðxÞ ¼ xis is in HyðRÞ and so belongs to the w*-closed linear
span of feilx : lf 0g. Let B be the w*-closed algebra generated by fMgs ;Vt : s A R; tf 0g.
It follows that B is contained in Ah. We now exhibit a unitary equivalence between the
generators of B and those of C.

Define the unitary operators Cþ: L
2ðRþÞ ! L2ðRÞ and C�: L

2ðR�Þ ! L2ðRÞ by
ðCþ f ÞðxÞ ¼ ex=2f ðexÞ and ðC�gÞðxÞ ¼ ex=2gð�exÞ; and define C: L2ðRÞ ! L2ðRÞlL2ðRÞ
by Cf ¼ ðCþ fþÞl ðC� f�Þ where fG are the restrictions of f to the half-lines RG. A cal-
culation shows that

CVt ¼ ðD�t lD�tÞC:

Also, on L2ðRþÞ we have CþMgs
¼MsCþ while on L2ðR�Þ, C�Mgs

¼ e�spMsC�. Therefore

CMgs
¼ ðMs l e�spMsÞC:

Thus we obtain the desired unitary equivalence CBC � ¼ C. r

Recall that the Fourier binest algebra is generated by right translations and HyðRÞ
and so contains the pseudodi¤erential operators MfDc for f;c in HyðRÞ. The unitary
equivalence above allows us to make a connection between these operators and operators
in Ah and this enables the construction of a contractive approximate identity of Hilbert
Schmidt operators.

Proposition 3.2. The algebra Ah contains a sequence of Hilbert-Schmidt contractions

that converges to the identity operator in the w*-topology.

Proof. By the lemma, it su‰ces to produce such a sequence in the algebra C. Note
that if f A HyðRÞ then there is a sequence fpmg of analytic trigonometric polynomials
that converge to f in the w*-topology of HyðRÞ. Furthermore the functions qm given by
qmðzÞ ¼ pmðzþ ipÞ converge weak star to the function h inHyðRÞ given by hðzÞ ¼ f ðzþ ipÞ.
Since e�spMs is the operator of multiplication by the function exp isðzþ ipÞ, the operators
Mpm

lMqm
belong to the w*-closed linear span of fMs l e�spMs; s A Rg and hence so does

the operator Mf lMh. Also if g ¼ f , then g ¼ w�-lim pm and since pm is an analytic trigo-
nometric polynomial the operator Dg belongs to the w*-closed linear span of fD�t: tf 0g.
It follows that the operator MfDg lMhDg belongs to C.
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Now consider the HyðRÞ functions

fnðzÞ ¼
in

zþ in
:

Note that the sequence fn is uniformly bounded and tends to 1 uniformly on compact
subsets of the upper half-plane. It follows that the corresponding sequence of operators
fMfnDgn lMhn

Dgn
g, where hnðzÞ ¼ fnðzþ ipÞ and gn ¼ fn, is a norm bounded sequence in

C converging weakly, and hence ultraweakly, to the identity operator. Finally recall (for
example from [9]) that if f ; g A LyðRÞXL2ðRÞ then the operatorMfDg is a Hilbert-Schmidt
operator. r

We can now use an argument of Wagner [21] to obtain the compactness of the lattice
L of projections with respect to the strong operator topology. This fact will be needed in
the next section and for completeness we give a proof.

Proposition 3.3. The lattice L is compact in the strong operator topology.

Proof. Suppose that L is not strongly compact. Then, since it is contained in the
unit ball ofB

�
L2ðRÞ


which is compact and metrisable in the weak operator topology, there

is a sequence fPngLL which converges in the weak operator topology to a non-projection
Q which is a positive contraction.

For each compact operator K A Ah we claim that KQ ¼ QKQ. Indeed, for each
f ; g A L2ðRÞ, since KðPn �QÞ f ! 0 in norm, we have

jhPnKðPn �QÞ f ; gij ¼ jhKðPn �QÞ f ;Pngije kKðPn �QÞ f k:kPngk ! 0:

But PnKPn ¼ KPn since K leaves Pn invariant and so

PnKðPn �QÞ ¼ KPn � PnKQ ! KQ�QKQ

in the weak operator topology. It follows that KQ ¼ QKQ as claimed.

Now if fKngLAh is a sequence of compact operators tending to the identity opera-
tor in the strong operator topology then we obtain that Q2 ¼ limQKnQ ¼ limKnQ ¼ Q,
so that Q is a projection contrary to assumption. In view of Proposition 3.2, L must be
strongly compact. r

4. The connectedness of L

We now examine the topology of L and establish the boundary limits mentioned
in the introduction. It will follow that the closure of the family of projections for the sub-
spaces

Ks;y;l;m ¼ u0;yðxÞjxj iseilxeimx�1H 2ðRÞ

parametrised by R  S1  R2
þ, is a connected compact 4-manifold.

Continuity at a point ðs; y; l; mÞ is elementary as the next proposition shows.
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Proposition 4.1. (i) The map ða; bÞ ! ½L2ð½�a; b�Þ� is strongly continuous at each

point ða; bÞ in ½0;þy�  ½0;þy�.

(ii) The map ðs; y; l; mÞ ! ½Ks;y;l;m� is strongly continuous at each point ðs; y; l; mÞ in

R  S1  Rþ  Rþ.

Proof. The first assertion is obvious. For the second, if P ¼ ½H 2ðRÞ�, then
½Ks;y;l;m� ¼ Us;yTl;mPT �

l;mU
�
s;y, where Us;y and Tl;m are the commuting unitary operators of

multiplication by gs;y and el;m respectively. As these are unimodular functions and

lim
ðs;yÞ!ðs;fÞ

gs;yðxÞ ¼ gs;fðxÞ; lim
ðl;mÞ!ðl;mÞ

el;mðxÞ ¼ el;mðxÞ

for (almost) all x A R, it follows readily that

lim
ðs;yÞ!ðs;fÞ

Us;y ¼ Us;f; lim
ðl;mÞ!ðl;mÞ

Tl;m ¼ Tl;m

strongly. Since these are unitary operators, we conclude that if ðsn; yn; ln; mnÞ ! ðs; y; l; mÞ
andWn ¼Usn;ynTln;mn

,W ¼Us;yTl;m, thenWn !W strongly, and henceWnPW �
n !WPW �

strongly, and (ii) follows. r

We now turn to the limiting behaviour where s; y are fixed and l; m tend to infinity.

Proposition 4.2. If Pl;m ¼ ½K0;1;l;m� ¼ ½el;mH 2ðRÞ�, then lim
l!y

Pl;l ¼ E1 strongly, where

E1 ¼ ½L2ð½�1; 1�Þ�.

Proof. Let d be any metric inducing the strong operator topology on L. If the
conclusion fails, there exists e > 0 such that for each n A N there exists ln > n with

dðPln;ln
;E1Þf e:

By the compactness of L, the sequence Pln;ln
has a subsequence, fQng say, that converges

strongly to some projection Q A L. It follows that

dðQ;E1Þf e:

We claim that if U is the unitary operator defined by ðUf ÞðxÞ ¼ x�1f ðx�1Þ, then
UQ?U � ¼ Q. Indeed since el;l is unimodular we see that P

?
l;l is the projection onto el;lH 2.

But U commutes with multiplication by el;l, hence transforms el;lH 2 to el;lH
2, and so

UP?
l;lU

� ¼ Pl;l. Thus each Qn satisfies Qn ¼ UQ?
n U �, hence so does Q, proving the claim.

This shows that Q cannot be of the form Q ¼ ½L2ð½�a; b�Þ� for some a; b A Rþ.

Indeed, since U
�
L2ð½�a; b�Þ?


¼ L2 �1

a
;
1

b

	 
� �
the claim gives a ¼ b ¼ 1 and so Q ¼ E1,

contrary to hypothesis.

Thus by Theorem 2.1 the range K of Q must be of the form K ¼ gs;yel;mH
2ðRÞ

for appropriate s; y; l; m. Now K? ¼ gs;yel;mH 2ðRÞ and U transforms multiplication by
gs;yel;m to multiplication by g�s;yem;l. Since these multiplication operators are unitary
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and UH 2 ¼ H 2, we obtain UK? ¼ g�s;yem;lH
2ðRÞ. By the claim, we must have UK? ¼ K

and so

g�s;yem;lH
2ðRÞ ¼ gs;yel;mH

2ðRÞ:

This implies that gs;yel;mg�s;yem;l is a constant and hence gives m ¼ l and s ¼ 0.

We conclude that Qn ! ½g0;yem;mH 2ðRÞ� for some mf 0. Applying to this the unitary
operator of multiplication by e�m;�m we see that there exists a sequence mn ! y such that

Pmn;mn
! Q 0

where Q 0 is the projection onto g0;yH
2ðRÞ. It follows that VtPmn;mn

V�t ! VtQ
0V�t, or

Petmn; e
�tmn

! Q 0

(since Vtðg0;yH 2Þ ¼ g0;yH
2). Now recall that the projection Pl;m decreases as l increases

and increases as m increases. It follows that if tf 0 then

Pmn;mn
fPetmn;mn

fPetmn; e
�tmn

:

But given any lf 0 we can find tf 0 such that etmn f mn þ lf mn for all (large enough) n,
and therefore

Pmn;mn
fPmnþl;mn

fPetmn;mn
fPetmn; e

�tmn
:

Since Petmn; e
�tmn

! Q 0 and Pmn;mn
! Q 0 it now follows that Pmnþl;mn

! Q 0. But
Pmnþl;mn

¼ MlPmn;mn
M �

l and thus

MlQ
0M �

l ¼ lim
n!y

MlPmn;mn
M �

l ¼ Q 0

so that elg0;yH
2ðRÞ ¼ g0;yH

2ðRÞ for all lf 0. This is a contradiction and completes the
proof. r

Proposition 4.3. The strong operator topology closure of the set fPl;m : lf 0; mf 0g
is fPl;m : lf0; mf0gWfEa : 0eaeþyg,whereEa denotes the projection onto L2ð½�a; a�Þ.

Proof. By the previous proposition we have lim
l!y

Pl;l ¼ E1 strongly, and hence

lim
l!y

VtPl;lV�t ¼ VtE1V�t:

But VtPl;lV�t ¼ Petl; e�tl as observed earlier, while VtE1V�t ¼ Ea where a ¼ e�t. Thus
lim
l!y

Pa�1l;al ¼ Ea and lim
l!y

Pl; c2l ¼ Ec when c > 0.

Now suppose that a sequence Pln;mn
converges to some projection Q. Passing to a sub-

sequence, we may assume that the sequence ðln; mnÞ converges to some ðl; mÞ A ½0;þy�2.

Suppose first that lim
mn

ln

¼ 0. Then for all c > 0 there exists nc A N such that
mn

ln

< c2 for

nf nc. Then we will have mn < c2ln so

Pln;mn
ePln; c2ln
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eventually. If l A R then Q ¼ Pl;0 by Proposition 4.1. If not,

Q ¼ limPln;mn
e limPln; c2ln

¼ Ec:

Since c > 0 is arbitrary and inf
c>0

Ec ¼ 0, we obtain Q ¼ 0. Similarly if lim
mn

ln

¼ þy we

conclude that Q ¼ P0;m or Q ¼ I .

It remains to consider the case when l ! þy and the sequence
mn

ln

� �
has a sub-

sequence converging to some a A ð0;þyÞ. Then for all e > 0 we have

ða� eÞln < mn < ðaþ eÞln

for infinitely many n A N so that

Pln; ða�eÞln
ePln;mn

ePln; ðaþeÞln

for infinitely many n and therefore E ffiffiffiffiffiffi
a�e

p eQeE ffiffiffiffiffiffi
aþe

p . Since e is arbitrary, this yields
Q ¼ E ffiffi

a
p and completes the proof. r

Noting that the unitary operator of multiplication by gs;y transforms the subspace

gs;yel;mH
2ðRÞ to el;mH

2ðRÞ and leaves L2½�a; a� invariant, it follows immediately from the
proposition that for each pair ðs; yÞ the set of projections

Ps;y ¼ f½gs;yel;mH
2ðRÞ� : l; mf 0gW f½L2½�a; a�� : af 0gW f½L2ðRÞ�g

with the strong operator topology, is homeomorphic to a closed disc or, more intuitively,
a closed triangle as indicated in Figure 1.

We now turn to the limiting behaviour as l; s tend to infinity with y; m fixed.

Figure 1
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Proposition 4.4. The strong operator limit lim
s!y

½us;1H
2ðRÞ� is ½L2ðR�Þ�.

Proof. Recall that

us;1ðxÞ ¼
1; x > 0;

esp; xe 0:

�

If we denote ½L2ðR�Þ� by E� and ½H 2ðRÞ� by P, then the operator of multiplication by us;1

is E?
� þ espE�. Since multiplication by a constant leaves any subspace invariant, if s > 0 we

have

½us;1H
2ðRÞ� ¼ ½ðE?

� þ espE�ÞH 2ðRÞ� ¼
��
ð1þ dÞe�spE?

� þ ð1þ dÞE�

H 2ðRÞ

�
¼
��
dE?

� þ ð1þ dÞE�

H 2ðRÞ

�
¼ ½ðdI þ E�ÞH 2ðRÞ�

where we have chosen d > 0 so that ð1þ dÞe�sp ¼ d. Therefore, noting that
E�5P ¼ E?

�5P ¼ E�5P? ¼ E?
�5P? ¼ 0, it su‰ces to prove the following general

fact:

Proposition 4.5. Let E;P be two projections on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space

H such that E5P ¼ E?5P ¼ E5P? ¼ E?5P? ¼ 0 (that is, the pair ðE;PÞ is in ‘generic
position’). For d > 0, denote by Qd the projection onto the range of the operator ðE þ dIÞP.
Then lim

d!0
Q d ¼ E in the strong operator topology.

Proof. After a unitary equivalence we may assume that the pair ðE;PÞ has the form

E ¼ I 0

0 0

� �
; P ¼ C 2 CS

CS S 2

� �

where C;S are positive injective contractions and S 2 ¼ I � C 2. This well-known model for
a projection pair in generic position is discussed in Halmos [6].

Note that P ¼ XX � where

X ¼ C 0

S 0

� �
:

Hence ½PH� ¼ ½XH� and therefore ½ðdI þ EÞPH� ¼ ½ðdI þ EÞXH� for d > 0, since
ðdI þ EÞ is invertible. Thus Qd ¼ ½ðdI þ EÞPH� ¼ ½ZdH� where

Zd ¼ ðdI þ EÞX ¼ ð1þ dÞC 0

dS 0

� �
:

If Zd ¼ VdjZdj is the polar decomposition, then

jZdj2 ¼ Z�
dZd ¼

ð1þ dÞ2C 2 þ d2S 2 0

0 0

 !
¼ ð1þ 2dÞC 2 þ d2I 0

0 0

� �
:
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Noting that Wd1 ð1þ 2dÞC 2 þ d2I is positive and invertible, we obtain

Vd ¼
ð1þ dÞCW

�1=2
d 0

dSW
�1=2
d 0

 !
:

Now the projection Qd onto the range of Zd equals VdV
�
d and so

Qd ¼
ð1þ dÞ2C 2W�1

d ð1þ dÞdCW�1
d S

ð1þ dÞdSW�1
d C d2SW�1

d S

 !
:

The ð1; 2Þ entry of this matrix equals

Fd ¼ dð1þ dÞCSW�1
d :

If we represent C (resp. S) as (multiplication by) the non-negative function cðxÞ (resp.
sðxÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� c2ðxÞ

p
) on a suitable L2ðmÞ space, then Fd is represented by the function

fdðxÞ ¼
dsðxÞð1þ dÞcðxÞ

d2s2ðxÞ þ ð1þ dÞ2c2ðxÞ
:

Since lim
d!0

fdðxÞ ¼ 0 pointwise and 0e fdðxÞe 1 for all x and d, it follows that limFd ¼ 0

strongly. Indeed, for each vector x, we have

kFdxk2 ¼
Ð
j fdðxÞxðxÞj2 dmðxÞ

which tends to 0 as d ! 0 by dominated convergence.

Similarly the ð2; 2Þ entry of Q d equals

Gd ¼ d2S 2
�
ð1þ 2dÞC 2 þ d2I

�1
which is represented by the nonnegative function

gdðxÞ ¼
d2s2ðxÞ

d2 þ ð1þ 2dÞc2ðxÞ
e

d2s2ðxÞ
ð1þ 2dÞc2ðxÞ :

Since C is injective, cðxÞ3 0 for almost all x, and so lim
d!0

gdðxÞ ¼ 0 for almost all x. But

also gdðxÞe 1 for (almost) all x and d, and hence lim
d!0

Gd ¼ 0 strongly.

Finally, the ð1; 1Þ entry of Qd equals

ð1þ dÞ2C 2
�
ð1þ dÞ2C 2 þ d2S 2

�1 ¼ C 2 þ d2

ð1þ dÞ2
S 2

 !�1
C 2

which tends to I strongly. r
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Proposition 4.6. The closure of the set f½us;1el;0H
2ðRÞ� : lf 0; sf 0g in the strong

operator topology is f½us;1el;0H
2ðRÞ� : lf 0; sf 0gW f½L2ð½�a; 0�Þ� : 0e aeþyg.

Proof. Let ðsn; lnÞ ! ðþy;þyÞ and suppose that lim
n
½gsn;1eln;0H

2ðRÞ� ¼ ½K �. Note
that since eln;0H

2ðRÞLH 2ðRÞ we have

gsn;1eln;0H
2ðRÞL gsn;1H

2ðRÞ:

But by Proposition 4.4 we know that lim
n
½gsn;1H

2ðRÞ� ¼ ½L2ðR�Þ�. It follows that

K LL2ðR�Þ and, so (by the F. and M. Riesz Theorem) K cannot be of the form
gs;yel;mH

2ðRÞ. Since K A L, it must be of the form K ¼ L2ð½�a; 0�Þ for some af 0.

We now prove that all possible values of the parameter a arise as limits of such
sequences. For brevity, we write Qs;l for the projection onto gs;1el;0H

2ðRÞ.

Let z be a unit vector in L2ðR�Þ which is separating for the family of projections
½L2½�a; 0�� and let Cn be the set of projections Qs;l with jsj þ jljf n. Since Cn is path con-
nected (see Proposition 4.1) it follows that if we define F :L ! ½0; 1� by FðLÞ ¼ hLz; zi,
then FðCnÞ is connected. By Proposition 4.1 the real number 1 belongs to the closure of
FðCnÞ. Since 0 also belongs to the closure it follows from connectedness that FðCnÞ ¼ ð0; 1Þ
and hence that FðCnÞ ¼ ½0; 1� (for the closure of Cn in the strong operator topology). By the
compactness of L we have

F
Ty
n¼1

Cn

� �
¼
Ty
n¼1

FðCnÞ ¼ ½0; 1�

and this identity completes the proof. r

Corollary 4.7. Let y A S1.

(i) The strong operator limit lim
s!y

½us;yH
2ðRÞ� is ½L2ðR�Þ�, while lim

s!�y
½us;yH

2ðRÞ� is

½L2ðRþÞ�.

(ii) For all mf 0, the set of limit points of sequences
�
½usn;yeln;mH

2ðRÞ�


as

ðsn; lnÞ ! ðþy;þyÞ is f½L2ð½�a; 0�Þ�; af 0gW f½L2ðR�Þ�g, while if ðsn; lnÞ ! ð�y;þyÞ
the set of limit points is f½L2ð½0; b�Þ�; bf 0gW f½L2ðRþÞ�g.

(iii) For all lf 0, the set of limit points of sequences
�
½usn;yel;mn

H 2ðRÞ�


as

ðsn; mnÞ ! ðþy;þyÞ is
��

L2
�
ð�y; b�

�
; bf0

�
Wf½L2ðR�Þ�g,while if ðsn; mnÞ ! ð�y;þyÞ

the set of limit points is
��

L2
�
½�a;þyÞ

�
; af 0

�
W f½L2ðRþÞ�g.

Proof. We may write us;y ¼ us;1u0;y. Noting that u0;y is unimodular, we see
that the corresponding multiplication operator is unitary. Since it transforms ½us;1H

2ðRÞ�
to ½us;yH

2ðRÞ� and leaves L2ðR�Þ invariant, the first claim of (i) follows from Proposition
4.4. Since ½usn;yeln;mH

2ðRÞ� is unitarily equivalent to ½usn;1eln;0H
2ðRÞ�, the first claim of (ii)

follows in the same way from Proposition 4.6. Exactly the same arguments give the limits
when s ! �y.
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To obtain (iii), use (ii) and apply the unitary transformation U induced by the
symmetry x ! x�1. r

It remains to consider the limits when all three parameters ðs; l; mÞ blow up:

Proposition 4.8. The set of limit points of sequences
�
½gsn;yeln;mn

H 2ðRÞ�

n

as

sn ! þy, ln ! þy and mn ! y is f½L2ð½�a; b�Þ� : 0e a; beyg.

Proof. Suppose that lim
n
½gsn;yeln;mn

H 2ðRÞ� ¼ ½K �. Note that

gsn;yeln;0H
2ðRÞL gsn;yeln;mn

H 2ðRÞ:

Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that both sequences of projec-
tions onto these subspaces converge. But by the preceding corollary we know that there
exists a0 f 0 such that lim

n
½gsn;yeln;0H

2ðRÞ� ¼ ½L2½�a0; 0��. It follows that L2½�ao; 0�LK

and, since K A L, it must be that K ¼ L2ð½�a; b�Þ for some a; bf 0.

It remains to prove that all projections ½L2½�a; b�� arise as limits of such sequences.

We use an argument similar to the proof of 4.6 with simple connectedness in place of
connectedness.

Let z be a unit vector in L2ðRÞ which is strictly positive on R� and vanishes on Rþ.
Let h be a unit vector which is strictly positive on Rþ and zero on R�. Define the function
F :L ! ½0; 1�  ½0; 1� by

FðLÞ ¼ ðhLz; zi; hLh; hiÞ

and note that F separates the family LM ¼ f½L2½�a; b��; 0e a; beyg. (Indeed, if
Li ¼ ½L2½�ai; bi��, for i ¼ 1; 2, the equality hL1h; hi ¼ hL2h; hi implies b1 ¼ b2, and the
equality hL1z; zi ¼ hL2z; zi gives a1 ¼ a2.)

Furthermore, if q denotes the boundary of LM , namely the union of the
four families of projections f½L2½�a; 0�� : af 0g; f½L2½�a;yÞ� : af 0g; f½L2½0; b�� : bf 0g
and f½L2ð�y; b�� : bf 0g then FðqÞ is the boundary of the unit square, whereas all other
values of FðLÞ lie in the interior of the square. Now fix such a value FðL�Þ for some pro-
jection L� A LMnq.

Let Ln be the set of projections ½gs;yel;mH
2ðRÞ� with jsj þ jlj þ jmjf n. By our

previous results, all projections in q belong to the closure of each Ln. By compactness we
may choose a path p1 in L1 so that the closed curve Fðp1Þ lies close to the boundary of I 2
and is such that the value FðL�Þ lies inside the curve.

Indeed, since FðL�Þ A I 2nFðqÞ, there exists a smaller open square
J 2 ¼ ðd; 1� dÞ  ðd; 1� dÞ with FðL�Þ A J 2 and FðqÞL I 2nJ 2. Now cover the compact
set FðqÞ by a finite number of open sets Ui, i ¼ 1; . . . ; k, all contained in I 2nJ 2. For
i ¼ 1; . . . ; k choose Li A L1XF �1ðUiÞ and join the points Li by a continuous simple path
inL1 lying in the union of the F�1ðUiÞ to form the required closed curve p1. (For instance
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if Li ¼ ½gsi ;yel i;mi
H 2ðRÞ�, one may define a path Lt ¼ ½gst;yel t;mt

H 2ðRÞ� ðt A ½0; 1�Þ joining
L1 to L2 by choosing st; lt; mt to be linear paths joining s1; l1; m1 to s2; l2; m2, so that
jstj þ jltj þ jmtjf 1.) Plainly we can arrange that Fðp1Þ is a continuous closed curve in
I 2nJ 2 with winding number 1 with respect to the point FðL�Þ. By the contractibility ofL1,
there is a homotopy fpðtÞ : t A ½0; 1�g inL1 with pð1Þ ¼ p1 and pð0Þ a single point. If FðL�Þ
were not in FðL1Þ, then the image

�
F
�
pðtÞ


: t A ½0; 1�

�
would be a homotopy in the space

FðL1ÞL I 2nFðL�Þ deforming the curve Fðp1Þ to a point. Since each curve F
�
pðtÞ


has

winding number 1 with respect to FðL�Þ, this is impossible.

Choose n2 so that L1 B Ln2 and similarly locate a projection L2 in Ln2 with
FðL2Þ ¼ FðL�Þ. Continuing, construct a sequence Ln which, by compactness, we
may assume converges, in the strong operator topology, to a projection Ly. Since
Ln ¼ ½gs;yel;mH

2ðRÞ� where jsj þ jlj þ jmjf n, the projection Ly cannot be of the form
½gs;yel;mH

2ðRÞ� and it follows from our earlier remarks that Ly ¼ L�. r

5. Lattice structure

We now consider the lattice structure of L. Recall that AlgðMÞ denotes the algebra
of all operators that leave invariant all the projections in a set M. These are the reflexive

operator algebras A, which are reflexive in the sense that AlgLatA ¼ A. We begin by
examining natural distinguished sublattices of L and their associated operator algebras.

Define

LM ¼ f½L2ð½�a; b�Þ� : 0e a; beyg:

This is a commutative lattice consisting of those projections in L which are reducing for
the multiplication semigroup fMl : lf 0g. In other words

LM ¼ LX fMl : l A Rg0:

Note thatLM is generated by the two projection nestsN1 ¼ f½L2ð½�a;y�Þ� : af 0gW f0g
and N2 ¼ f½L2ð½�y; b�Þ� : bf 0gW f0g.

The reflexive algebra AlgLM can be defined intrinsically in terms of generators as the
algebra

AM ¼ w�-algfVt;Ml : tf 0; l A Rg:

To see this let N be the multiplicity two projection nest consisting of the projections
½L2½�t; t�� for t A ½0;y� and letM¼ f0;Eþ;E�; IgwhereEþ ¼ ½L2½0;y��, E� ¼ ½L2½�y; 0��.
Plainly AlgLM ¼ ðAlgNÞX ðAlgMÞ and on identifying R� and Rþ we see that

AlgLM ¼ ðAlgNþÞl ðAlgNþÞ

where AlgNþ is the nest algebra on L2ðRþÞ for the restriction Nþ of the projection nest
N2. With this identification the subalgebraAM is generated by the operators

Wt lWt; Mfþ lMf�
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where Wt is the restriction operator Vt jL2ðRþÞ, for tf 0, and where fþ; f� are the right
and left parts of the function f A LyðRÞ. It follows from elementary nest algebra theory
that AM ¼ AlgLM .

One could also deduce the equality from a result of Arveson [2] which asserts
that a width two commutative subspace lattice is synthetic. Here ‘‘synthetic’’ means that
every w*-closed algebra A that contains a masa and has invariant lattice equal to LM is
a reflexive operator algebra.

Consider now the sublattice ofL consisting of the projections that reduce fVt : tf 0g,
namely

LV ¼ LX fVt : t A Rg0:

Then we can obtain the explicit description

LV ¼ f½Ks;y;0;0� : s A R; y A S1gW f0;Eþ;E�; Ig:

Indeed it is clear that the only Vt-reducing subspaces in LM are f0g;L2ðRþÞ;L2ðR�Þ and
L2ðRÞ. On the other hand, if a subspace K A L is not one of these then by Theorem 2.1
K ¼ us;yel;mH

2ðRÞ for some choice of parameters. If this is Vt-reducing, then, since

VtðKÞ ¼ us;yeetl; e�tmH
2ðRÞ;

the equality VtðKÞ ¼ K implies that the quotient

eetl; e�tm

el;m

is constant valued almost everywhere and so l ¼ m ¼ 0.

It follows from the continuity obtained in Propositions 4.1 and 4.4 that the sublattice
LV , with the strong operator topology, can be viewed as a topological sphere together with
two isolated points, namely the zero projection 0 and the identity I . We see in Proposition
5.2 that the lattice structure is trivial in that the supremum of any two distinct points is the
identity and the infimum is zero.

We now show that the sublattice structure for fel;mH 2ðRÞ : l; mf 0g is of product
type. Recall that el;m is the unimodular function eilxeimx�1 and that for l; mf 0, el;0 is an
inner function and e0;m is a co-inner function.

Lemma 5.1. If a; b; l; m are (nonnegative) real numbers then

el;mH
2ðRÞ5ea;bH

2ðRÞ ¼ emaxðl;aÞ;minðm;bÞH
2ðRÞ

and

el;mH
2ðRÞ4ea;bH

2ðRÞ ¼ eminðl;aÞ;maxðm;bÞH
2ðRÞ:

Proof. Recall that Pl;m ¼ ½el;mH 2ðRÞ�. Suppose that lf l0 and me m 0. We
have Pl;m ePl 0;m and Pl;m ePl;m 0 , thus Pl;m ePl 0;m5Pl;m 0 . Conversely if a subspace K

with projection PK A L satisfies K L el 0;mH
2ðRÞ and K L el;m 0H 2ðRÞ then we claim that

PK ePl;m.
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To see this note that PK B LMnf0g, since no proper subspace L2ð½�a; b�Þ can be
a subspace of el;m 0H 2ðRÞ. Thus, by Theorem 2.1, K ¼ us;yea;bH

2 for appropriate indices
s; y; a; b. Consider first the inclusion KLel;m 0H 2ðRÞ. This gives us;yea;bel;m 0 AHyðRÞ, which
implies us;y ¼ 1. Indeed if us;yea;bel;m 0 ¼ h with h A HyðRÞ then

us;yðxÞeiaxeibx�1 ¼ eilxeim 0x�1hðxÞ

and so

eiaxe�im 0x�1 ¼ eilxe�ibx�1hðxÞ

for almost all x > 0. Since this is an equality of Hy functions it holds for almost every
x A R and so us;y ¼ 1. Now we have K ¼ ea;bH

2ðRÞL el;m 0H 2ðRÞ, and the analyticity of
exp
�
iða�lÞxþ iðb�m 0Þx�1


gives afl and bem 0. Similarly, the inclusion KLel 0;mH

2ðRÞ
gives af l0 and be m. Thus af l and be m, so that PK ePl;m as claimed.

In a similar way one obtains Pl 0;m4Pl;m 0 ¼ Pl 0;m 0 . r

Consider now the families of subspaces

Ls;y ¼ fus;yel;mH
2ðRÞ : l; mf 0gW ff0g;L2ðRÞg:

The next proposition summarises the lattice structure of L, as a subspace lattice, in terms
of these sublattices. The arguments for the proof are entirely similar to the methods of
Lemma 5.1.

Proposition 5.2. The lattice L can be written as the union

L ¼
� S

s AR;y AS1
Ls;y

�
WLM :

The lattice LM is a width 2 commutative subspace lattice ( parametrised by the square

of points ða; bÞ A ½0;y�2) and each Ls;y is a noncommutative projection lattice (with non-

trivial projections parametrised by ðl; mÞ A ½0;yÞ2Þ. If K1;K2 A L then K1XK2 ¼ f0g
and K14K2 ¼ L2ðRÞ unless both belong to the same sublattice Ls;y or LM . Finally, if

Ks;y;l;m;Ks;y;l 0;m 0 A Ls;y then

Ks;y;l;m5Ks;y;l 0;m 0 ¼ Ks;y;maxðl;l 0Þ;minðm;m 0Þ

and

Ks;y;l;m4Ks;y;l 0;m 0 ¼ Ks;y;minðl;l 0Þ;maxðm;m 0Þ:

Proof. If K1 A LM and K2 A LnLM then K1XK2 ¼ f0g and K14K2 ¼ L2ðRÞ.
Indeed writing K1 ¼ L2ð½�a; b�Þ and K2 ¼ gs;yel;mH

2ðRÞ, if f A K1XK2, then

ðgs;yel;mÞ�1f A H 2ðRÞXL2ð½�a; b�Þ;

so ðgs;yel;mÞ�1f ¼ 0 by the F. and M. Riesz Theorem. Similarly K?
1 XK?

2 ¼ f0g, so
K14K2 ¼ L2ðRÞ.

Suppose K1;K2 A LnLM . Now K1 ¼ Ks;y;lm and K2 ¼ Ks 0;y 0;l 0;m 0 . We claim that
K1XK2 ¼ f0g unless s ¼ s 0 and y ¼ y 0. Indeed, if f A K1XK2 is nonzero then there are
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nonzero H 2 functions h and k such that f ¼ us;yel;mh ¼ us 0;y 0el 0;m 0k. Using the F. and

M. Riesz Theorem, as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, we obtain that
us 0;y 0

us;y
must be a constant,

so that s ¼ s 0 and y ¼ y 0. A similar argument shows that K14K2 ¼ L2ðRÞ unless s ¼ s 0

and y ¼ y 0.

Suppose now that K1 ¼ Ks;y;lm and K2 ¼ Ks;y;l 0;m 0 . Since Ks;y;lm ¼ gs;y

�
el;mH

2ðRÞ


and multiplication by gs;y is a unitary operator, the fact that

Ks;y;l;m5Ks;y;l 0;m 0 ¼ Ks;y;maxðl;l 0Þ;minðm;m 0Þ;

Ks;y;l;m4Ks;y;l 0;m 0 ¼ Ks;y;minðl;l 0Þ;maxðm;m 0Þ

follows from Lemma 5.1. In particular for each s A R and y A S1 the set

Ls;y ¼ fgs;yel;mH
2ðRÞ : l; mf 0gW fL2ðRÞ; f0gg

is a lattice, but is not commutative. The remaining assertions are obvious. r

Remark 5.3. Note that, unlike LM , the lattices Ls;y are not strongly closed. In fact
it follows from Proposition 4.3 and the remarks following it that the strong operator clo-
sure of Ls;y is

Ps;y ¼ f½gs;yel;mH
2ðRÞ� : l; mf 0gW f½L2½�a; a�� : af 0gW fL2ðRÞg:

Observe that Ps;y is also a sublattice of L, but it is not commutative: the projections
½L2½�1; 1�� and ½gs;yel;mH

2ðRÞ� do not commute (they are disjoint and not orthogonal).
Hence Ls;y cannot be commutative either.

Remark 5.4. The algebra AlgLM contains no nonzero finite rank operators
and so it follows that the (smaller) algebra AlgL can contain no nonzero finite rank
operators. To see this recall first that a reflexive algebra AlgM contains a rank one oper-
ator if and only if there exists a nonzero L A M such that

W
fK A M : K LLg is proper

[11]. If L ¼ ½L2ð½�a; b�Þ� A LM , then for large enough n A N, all subspaces of the form
½L2ð½0; n�Þ� or ½L2ð½�n; 0�Þ� are not larger than L. Thus AlgLM contains no rank one oper-
ators. In a CSL algebra, a finite rank operator is approximable by linear combinations of
rank one operators in the algebra [4], Theorem 23.16, and so it follows that AlgLM con-
tains no nonzero finite rank operators.

Remark 5.5. The algebra A ¼ AlgL is antisymmetric, that is, AXA� ¼ CI .
To see this let A be a selfadjoint operator in A. Since A leaves each L A LM invariant, it
must commute withLM . But the commutant ofLM is the multiplication algebra of LyðRÞ.
Thus A is the operator of multiplication by some function f A LyðRÞ. Since AðH 2ÞLH 2,
the function f must be in Hy. Since A ¼ A�, f is real valued and so f must be constant.

The last two remarks show that AlgL shares two of the basic properties of the
Fourier binest algebra. In further analogy with this algebra define LB ¼ LV WLM , the
‘boundary’ lattice. This is the analogue of the Fourier binest (in that each of its ‘compo-
nents’ is reducing for one of the semigroups) and so it is natural to ask whether LB has
reflexive hull equal to L. That is, is LatAlgLB ¼ L?
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Remark 5.6. The operator algebra AlgL is a reflexive operator algebra with
invariant subspace lattices L. It would be interesting to determine whether AlgL ¼ Ah.
This can be viewed as a noncommuting two variable variant of the classical result of
Sarason [18] on the reflexivity of HyðRÞ. This could possibly be established, as in the case
of the Fourier binest algebra, by determining an explicit form for the Hilbert-Schmidt
operators of each algebra.

There are many other basic structural questions that arise naturally for the algebras
Ah andAFB. With the well-developed theory of nest algebras to hand one is naturally lead
to the following problems.

Are the weakly closed ideals in correspondence with certain lower continuous endo-
morphisms of the invariant projection manifold with its partial order?

Is it possible to characterise the Jacobson radical in an explicit manner?

6. Automorphism groups

We now determine the group UðLÞ, consisting of those unitaries U for which the
map K ! UK is a bijection of L. With the relative strong operator topology this is a Lie
group which is isomorphic to W  S1 where W is the three dimensional Lie group deter-
mined by the Weyl commutation relations. The unitaries that induce the identity map are
unimodular multiples of the identity and so it follows that the unitary automorphism group
of L (that is, the group of automorphisms of L that are unitarily implemented) is iso-
morphic to the abelian quotient

R2  S1 ¼ ðW=S1Þ  S1:

This identification also provides an identification of the unitary automorphism group of
Ah.

By making use of dilation theory for semicrossed products of the disc algebra (which
in turn relies on the commutant lifting theorem of Sz-Nagy and Foias) we shall obtain the
complete contractivity of certain representations of Ah. We make use of this to show that
in fact the unitary automorphism group of Ah coincides with the isometric automorphism
group.

Recall the unimodular function gs;y and define the unitary operators Us;y; t ¼ Mgs; yVt,
for s; t A R and y A S1. Then from the description of L given in Section 2, it follows that
the map bs;y; t: K ! Us;y; tK is a lattice automorphism ofL for each triple s; y; t. In view of
the commutation relations

VtMgs; y
¼ eistMgs; y

Vt

the set of automorphisms bs;y; t is an abelian group isomorphic to R2  S1.

Theorem 6.1. If U is a unitary operator which induces a bijection b:L ! L then

U ¼ hUs;y; t for some quadruple h; s; y; t with h; y A S1; s; t A R.

Proof. We prove first that b maps the commutative latticeLM to itself. Suppose this
is not the case. Then bðLMÞ must be contained in a single latticeLs;y. Indeed, suppose that
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there are two elements K1;K2 ofLM , with nontrivial intersection, and UðK1Þ is not inLM .
As the intersection UðK1ÞXUðK2Þ is nontrivial it follows from Proposition 5.2 that UðK1Þ
and UðK2Þ are both contained in the same lattice Ls;y. It follows from this that UðLMÞ is
contained in Ls;y. Now note that the elements L2ðR�Þ and L2ðRþÞ of LM are orthogonal.
Hence their images must be orthogonal and nontrivial. But Ls;y can contain no nontrivial
orthogonal elements (again by Proposition 5.2), so we have the desired contradiction.

It follows now that b maps projections in L 00
M (the double commutant) to projections

in L 00
M , and hence U normalizes the multiplication algebra of LyðRÞ. Since an automor-

phism of LyðRÞ is induced by an (a.e. defined) Borel isomorphism of R [20], it follows that
U is of the form U ¼ MfCg where Mf is multiplication by some unimodular function f

and Cg is the unitary composition operator induced by g.

Observe now that Cg induces an automorphism of HyðRÞ. Indeed, for each h in
HyðRÞ the multiplication operatorMh belongs to AlgL and so UMhU

� belongs to AlgL.
Also

UMhU
� ¼ MfCgMhC

�
g M

�
f ¼ MfMh�gM

�
f ¼ Mh�g:

Since Mh�g must leave H 2ðRÞ invariant, it follows that h � g is in HyðRÞ. Since b is a
bijection it follows that the map h ! h � g is an automorphism of HyðRÞ and so g is a
conformal map of the upper half plane onto itself.

There are two cases: either gðxÞ ¼ axþ b with a> 0 and b A R or gðxÞ ¼ a�bðxþ cÞ�1
with a; b; c A R and b > 0.

In fact the latter case cannot occur. Indeed, suppose so and consider the subspace
L2
�
½�s;yÞ


A LM where s > �a. Then U maps this subspace to

L2
�
ð�y;�c�W ½bðsþ aÞ�1 � c;yÞ


which is not in LM because bðsþ aÞ�1 > 0.

In case gðxÞ ¼ axþ b, if b > 0, then L2ð½�s; 0�Þ is mapped to L2 � sþ b

a
;� b

a

	 
� �
which is not in LM ; considering L2ð½0; s�Þ shows that b < 0 cannot occur either. We con-
clude that gðxÞ ¼ ax or

gðxÞ ¼ etx

for some t A R, since a > 0.

So we now have U ¼ MfVt, and it remains to find the form of the unimodular
factor f. Since V�t defines a bijection of L, it is enough to consider the case U ¼ Mf.
Now H 2ðRÞ lies in LnLM , and so we have Mf

�
H 2ðRÞ


¼ gs;yel;mH

2ðRÞ for some s A R,
y A S1, lf 0 and mf 0. Hence f ¼ hgs;yel;m where h is a unimodular constant. The oper-
ator M ¼ M �

fMgs; y
also defines a bijection of L. Since M is the operator of multiplication

by hel;m, we have M
�
H 2ðRÞ


¼ e�l;�mH

2ðRÞ. This subspace is in L only if le 0 and
me 0 and so l ¼ m ¼ 0 and f ¼ hgs;y, as required. r

To obtain the isometric automorphism group of Ah we make use of the following
result which is perhaps of independent interest.
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Theorem 6.2. Let r be a weak* continuous contractive representation of Ah on the

Hilbert space H. Then r is completely contractive. Furthermore there is a weak* continuous

*-representation p: B
�
L2ðRÞ


! BðH1Þ, with H1MH, such that rðAÞ ¼ PHpðAÞjH for all

A in Ah.

Proof. Let AðRÞ be the algebra of continuous functions in HyðRÞ which have equal
limits at þy and �y and, for fixed t > 0, let Bt be the norm closed subalgebra of Ah

generated by the multiplication operators Mf , f A AðRÞ and the unitary Vt. Now for the
indices tn ¼ 1=2n we have the subalgebra chain

Bt1 LBt2 LBt3 L � � �

whose union is weak star dense in Ah. Indeed, observing that AðRÞ is weak star dense
in HyðRÞ and that the dilation group is weak star continuous, we see that the weak star
closure of this union is an algebra containing the multiplication algebra of HyðRÞ and
fVt : tf 0g.

To obtain the first assertion of the theorem it will be su‰cient to show that the
restriction of r to each subalgebra Bt is completely contractive. To see this, we identify
Bt (completely isometrically) with a semicrossed product as follows:

Consider the C*-algebra Ct LB
�
L2ðRÞ


generated by Bt, namely the C*-

algebra generated by multiplications by f A CðRW fygÞ and Vt (note that AðRÞ þ AðRÞ�
is norm dense in CðRW fygÞÞ. Since MfVt ¼ VtMað f Þ (where að f ÞðxÞ ¼ f ðetxÞ), Ct is
*-isomorphic to the crossed product CðRW fygÞ ct

Z arising from the hyperbolic
automorphism ct: R ! R given by x ! etx. Hence Bt is completely isometrically isomor-
phic to the semicrossed product AðRÞ ct

Zþ. Now Theorem 2 of [16] shows that every
contractive representation of this semicrossed product, and hence of Bt, is completely
contractive (actually, [16] deals with the disc algebra in place of AðRÞ, but a conformal
equivalence of the disc to the upper half plane allows one to identify the two algebras).

The second assertion of the theorem follows from Arveson’s dilation theorem [1] for
completely contractive maps and general dilation theory, as in [15], for example. r

The proof of the next theorem requires the following lemma. Let K;Kþ;K� be the
spaces of compact operators on the Hilbert spaces L2ðRÞ;L2ðRþÞ;L2ðR�Þ respectively.

Lemma 6.3. C �ðAh XKÞ ¼ Kþ lK�.

Proof. Let ðKnÞ be the bounded approximate identity in Ah XK given by Proposi-
tion 3.2 and let N be a proper reducing subspace for this subalgebra. Since N is reducing
for KnMl, for l > 0, it is also reducing forMl. Similarly N is reducing for Vt for t > 0. But
the multiplication and dilation operators are only jointly reduced by L2ðRþÞ or L2ðR�Þ.
Thus C �ðAh XKÞ is an irreducible algebra of compact operators on each of these spaces
and so the lemma follows. r

Theorem 6.4. The isometric automorphism group of the hyperbolic algebra Ah, with

the point weak* topology, is the Lie group consisting of the automorphisms as;y; t ¼AdðUs;y; tÞ,
for ðs; y; tÞ A R  S1  R.
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Proof. Let a be an isometric automorphism. Since Ah has a bounded approximate
identity of compact operators it follows from Theorem 4 of Power [16] that a is weak
star continuous and maps compact operators to compact operators. By Theorem 6.2, a is
completely contractive and so induces a completely positive bijection

~aa: ðAh XKÞ þ ðAh XKÞ� ! ðAh XKÞ þ ðAh XKÞ�:

By the universal property of the C*-envelope this bijection has a unique extension to a
C*-algebra automorphism of the C*-envelope. This envelope is a quotient of C �ðAh XKÞ
and so, by the lemma coincides withKþlK�. Thus the extension is unitarily implemented
and hence so is a. r

7. Subspace manifolds

We now identify the hyperbolic lattice L as a Euclidean manifold and identify the
inclusions LH ~LL and ~LLH L̂L obtained by extending the parameter range and by taking
orthogonal complements.

Recall that Ps;y;l;m ¼ ½Ks;y;l;m� and for fixed y consider the y-section

Ly ¼ fPs;y;l;m : ðs; l; mÞ A R  R2
þg:

In view of the results of Section 4 the strong operator topology closure of Ly is homeo-
morphic to the union of two triangular cones as indicated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Section of L for y ¼ 1.
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We can now identify the strong operator topology closure, denoted ~LL, of the set
of orthogonal projections Ps;y;l;m with extended parameter range l; m A R, s A R, y A S1.
Note that Ps;y;l;m ! 0 as m ! �y for fixed s; y; l. To see this observe that the subspace
Ks;y;l;m is transformed to el;mH

2ðRÞ by the unitary operator of multiplication by gs;y

and the latter is transformed to em;lH 2ðRÞ ¼ e�m;�lH 2ðRÞ by the unitary operator U given
by ðUf ÞðxÞ ¼ x�1f ðx�1Þ. Since lim

m!�y
½e�m;�lH

2ðRÞ� ¼ 0 strongly, the assertion follows.

Also Ps;y;l;m ! 0 as l ! y, with the other parameters fixed and Ps;y;l;m ! I as l ! �y
or m ! y. It follows that the section of ~LL for s ¼ 0, y ¼ 1 is homeomorphic to a topo-
logical disc, Q say, as in Figure 3, where the transformed axes for l; m are indicated as the
lemniscate.

The triangular region of Figure 1 corresponds to the upper region of Figure 3 with
boundary consisting of the upper semicircle and the semiaxes mf 0, lf 0. We can now

identify the y ¼ 1 section of ~LL is a double cone over Q whose apexes are ½L2ðR��Þ at s ¼ y
and ½L2ðRþÞ� at s ¼ �y. Topologically this section is a closed 3-ball B3 which is an
(unnatural) compactification of R3 by a sphere. We have indicated a perspective view of
this in Figure 4. Its surface is the union of the square lattice LM (the northern region), its
orthocomplement L?

M (the southern region) and four equatorial lens-like regions, labeled
C;D;E;F whose projections on the plane s ¼ 0 are the lobe regions of the lemniscate.
These regions are the sets

LE ¼ f½L2½b�1; a�� : 0e b�1 e aeyg;

LD ¼ f½L2½�b;�a�1�� : 0e a�1
e beyg;

LF ¼ L?
D ;

LC ¼ L?
E :

B

m > 0 l > 0

A H2ðRÞ C

Figure 3. The disc Q. A ¼ L2ðRÞ, B ¼ L2½�1; 1�, C ¼ f0g.
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Note that the l and m coordinates partition the interior of the ball into four parts which
meet the sphere at LM (for lf 0, mf 0), L?

M (for le 0, me 0), LE WLD (for lf 0,
me 0), LF WLC (for le 0, mf 0). The double cone region of Figure 2 (with y ¼ 1) cor-
responds to the first (upper) part.

The topological space ~LL is thus homeomorphic to the identification space B3  S1=@
where

ðx; yÞ@ ðx 0; y 0Þ if and only if x A qB3; x ¼ x 0:

The closed subset L is the subset determined by the upper part of B3.

The topological space ~LL? has a similar description with H 2ðRÞ taking the role of
H 2ðRÞ and, topologically, the union ~LLW ~LL? is equal to two copies of ~LL joined at their
common spherical boundaries. Thus

L̂L ¼ ~LLW ~LL? ¼
�
ðB3  S1Þ=@


WqB3

�
ðB3  S1Þ=@


:

In particular the y ¼ 1 section of L̂L, being the join of two 2-spheres at their surfaces, is a
3-sphere.

The Fourier-Plancherel sphere L̂LFB. One can readily observe that there is a natural
action of the four group Z2  Z2 on L̂L which is induced by the unitary operators for the
maps x ! �x and x ! x�1. For comparison we now identify the parabolic analogue L̂LFB.
This is a 2-sphere and the analogous group action is a Z4 action implemented by the
Fourier-Plancherel transform as rotation of this sphere.

Recall that the Paley-Wiener theorem ensures that FH 2ðRÞ ¼ L2½0;yÞ and from
this one sees that FeilxH 2ðRÞ ¼ L2½l;yÞ for l in R. The chain of projections ½eilxH 2ðRÞ�
together with 0 and I comprise the analytic nest, denoted Na, whilst the chain of projec-

B

A C

D

Figure 4. The y ¼ 1 section of ~LL; D ¼ L2ðR�Þ.
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tions ½L2½l;yÞ� is the Volterra nest Nv. Let fsðxÞ ¼ e�isx2=2. It was shown in [9] that as
s ! y we have

½e�isx2=2eilsxH 2ðRÞ� ! ½L2½l;yÞ�

in the strong operator topology, and from this it follows that the family of projection
nests fsNa, 0 < s < y, forms a continuous interpolation between Na and Nv. More pre-
cisely, their union, which, as we remarked in the introduction, is LFB, is homeomorphic to
a closed disc, with Na and Nv as bounding semicircles.

The family L̂LFB is obtained from LFB by extending the parameter range to
�y < s < y and by admitting orthogonal complements. Alternatively, and more intrinsi-
cally, it may be defined as the union of the invariant projection lattices for the four natural
pairs of 1-parameter semigroups arising from translations and the Fourier translations.
Explicitly we have

L̂LFB ¼
S
s AR

e�isx2=2Na

� �
WNv W

S
s AR

e�isx2=2N?
a

� �
WN?

v :

The Fourier Plancherel transform has period 4 and gives a cyclic permutation of
the spaces H 2ðRÞ;L2½0;yÞ;H 2ðRÞ?;L2½0;yÞ?. The next theorem whose proof follows
immediately from Lemma 4.2 of [9], gives the detail of the rotation action of the Fourier

Plancherel transform on the sphere L̂LFB. This is illustrated in Figure 5. The usual partial
ordering of projections gives a foliation of L̂LFB by lines of longitude.

Figure 5. The Fourier Plancherel sphere ~LL; H ¼ H 2ðRÞ, L ¼ L2ðRþÞ, S ¼ e�isx 2=2H 2ðRÞ, T ¼ eis�1x 2=2H 2ðRÞ,
K1 ¼ eis�1lxT , K2 ¼ eilxS ¼ FK1.
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Theorem 7.1. For l A R and s A Rþ we have

eilxfsH
2ðRÞ !F e�is�1lxf�s�1H

2ðRÞ? !F e�ilxfsH
2ðRÞ?

and

e�ilxfsH
2ðRÞ? !F eis�1lxf�s�1H

2ðRÞ !F eilxfsH
2ðRÞ:
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